A speech characteristic-amount calculation circuit 31 calculates an amount of speech characteristics of each phrase in input speech. An estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33 compares the calculated speech characteristic amount of a phrase with speech pattern sequence information of a plurality of phrases stored in a storage unit 34 to select a plurality of candidates having from a higher likelihood value to a lower likelihood value for the phrases. A recognition filtering device 4 determines whether to reject or not reject the extracted candidates based on the likelihood difference ratio between the difference in likelihood values between the first candidate and the second candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the second candidate and the third candidate.
This invention relates to speech recognition systems, a method for recognizing speech and electronic apparatuses, and in particular to a speech recognition system configured to recognize input speech on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis and reject candidates having low likelihood values from the recognition candidates, a method for recognizing speech and an electronic apparatus provided with such a speech recognition system.

Some known speech recognition systems recognize input speech on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis. An example of those is the speech recognition system disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2003-50595 (Patent Literature 1). This speech recognition system separates input speech into frames by a predetermined time interval, obtains power components of the respective frames, and detects speech segments from the values of the power components. Based on amounts of speech characteristics in each speech segment and HMMs (Hidden Markov Models), which is speech pattern sequence information prepared in advance, the first candidate phrase having the highest likelihood value is extracted from phrases contained in a phrase dictionary. In this example, the likelihood reliability of the extracted first candidate phrase is obtained, and if the likelihood reliability is equal to or lower than a threshold, the first candidate phrase is rejected.

Alternatively, some conventional electronic apparatuses are provided with a speech recognition function enabling recognition of input speech. One of such electronic apparatuses is disclosed in, for example, WO 2006/093003 (Patent Literature 2).

The electronic apparatus in Patent Literature 2 is a hard disk/DVD recorder that recognizes input speech in order to identify, for example, a program name to be recorded. More specifically, the electronic apparatus is configured to register, in advance, patterns of speech characteristic amounts corresponding to keywords of the program name, or, for example, patterns of characteristic amounts indicated by hidden Markov models. When speech including a keyword is input, the electronic apparatus extracts a pattern of characteristic amount of the input speech and calculates the similarities between the extracted characteristic amount pattern and the registered characteristic amount pattern to designate a program name with the highest similarities as the target program to be recorded.

Generally, practical use of the speech recognition systems involves recognition errors caused by input of phrases that have not been registered yet (hereinafter, referred to as unregistered phrases) in addition to phrases that have been already registered (hereinafter, referred to as registered phrases) or by input of noise made in the usage environment together with speech. Given that a phrase “start” is registered, but “stop” is not registered. When a speaker utters “start” and the utterance is recognized as “start”, the recognition is correct because “start” is a registered phrase. However, even though the speaker utters “stop”, if the utterance is recognized as “start”, it can be said that “stop” is not recognized correctly because “stop” is an unregistered phrase. To avoid such a recognition error, if a registered phrase is suggested as a recognition candidate even though an unregistered phrase was uttered, the recognition candidate needs to be rejected. In addition to the unregistered phrases, noise input in a low S/N ratio environment may be incorrectly recognized as a registered phrase, such a candidate also needs to be rejected.

The speech recognition system disclosed in Patent Literature 1 uses only a likelihood value and a value used as a predetermined threshold for determining rejection. In a usage environment with a high noise level, the noise may be extracted as a speech recognition candidate and therefore the candidate needs to be rejected; however, the single threshold may be not enough to reject the speech recognition candidate corresponding to the noise, resulting in degra-
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dation of the recognition rate.

[0009] Especially when there are only few registered phrases, it is desirable to reject unregistered phrases in as early a processing stage as possible.

[0010] The electronic apparatus disclosed in Patent Literature 2 merely designates a program name with the highest similarity as a target program to be recorded. If, for example, the apparatus is used in a high noise level environment, the input noise may cause the electronic apparatus to designate a program name with the highest similarity to the pattern of the noise characteristic amount as the target program.

[0011] In view of the circumstances, the object of the present invention is to provide a speech recognition system capable of improving the recognition rate under noise conditions in consideration of actual usage environments.

[0012] In addition, the object of the present invention is to provide a speech recognition method capable of improving the recognition rate under noise conditions in consideration of actual usage environments.

[0013] Furthermore, the object of the present invention is to provide an electronic apparatus capable of improving the recognition rate and reliably performing predetermined operations based on speech.

Solution to Problems

[0014] The present invention is directed to a speech recognition system recognizing speech uttered in a noise environment on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis. The speech recognition system includes a speech characteristic-amount calculation unit that calculates an amount of speech characteristics of each phrase in the uttered speech, a phrase storage unit that stores speech pattern sequence information of phrases, a likelihood value calculation unit that calculates likelihood values by comparing the amount of speech characteristics of a phrase calculated by the speech characteristic-amount calculation unit with the speech pattern sequence information of a plurality of the phrases stored in the phrase storage unit, and a candidate extraction unit that, based on the likelihood values calculated by the likelihood value calculation unit, selects a plurality of speech recognition candidates in decreasing order of the likelihood values, and a recognition filtering unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the speech recognition candidates selected by the candidate extraction unit based on distributions of the likelihood values of the selected speech recognition candidates.

[0015] According to the invention, the speech recognition system can determine whether to reject the selected speech recognition candidates based on their likelihood value distributions, thereby increasing the rejection rate and improving the recognition rate.

[0016] Another aspect of the present invention is directed to a speech recognition system recognizing speech uttered in a noise environment on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis. The speech recognition system includes a speech characteristic-amount calculation unit that calculates an amount of speech characteristics of each phrase in the uttered speech, a phrase storage unit that stores speech pattern sequence information of phrases, a likelihood value calculation unit that calculates likelihood values of a plurality of speech recognition candidates by comparing the amount of speech characteristics of a phrase calculated by the speech characteristic-amount calculation unit with the speech pattern sequence information of a plurality of the phrases stored in the phrase storage unit, a candidate extraction unit that, based on the likelihood values calculated by the likelihood value calculation unit, selects, in decreasing order of the likelihood values, a first speech recognition candidate, a second speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the first speech recognition candidate, and a third speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the second speech recognition candidate, and a recognition filtering unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the speech recognition candidates extracted by the candidate extraction unit based on the likelihood difference ratio between the difference in likelihood values between the first speech recognition candidate and the second speech recognition candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the second speech recognition candidate and the third speech recognition candidate.

[0017] According to the aspect of the invention, determining whether to reject the speech recognition candidates to prevent the candidates from being targets to be subjected to recognition based on the likelihood difference ratio can reject the speech recognition candidates for the unregistered phrases and input noise, thereby increasing the rejection rate and improving the recognition rate.

[0018] More preferably, the recognition filtering unit rejects the first speech recognition candidate when the likelihood difference ratio is lower than a predetermined value, while regarding the first speech recognition candidate as a target to be subjected to speech recognition when the likelihood difference ratio is higher than the predetermined value.

[0019] This helps determine whether to adopt the selected first speech recognition candidate as the speech recognition target or reject it.

[0020] More preferably, the phrase storage unit stores the speech pattern sequence information categorized into groups according to speech characteristics, and the recognition filtering unit includes a first determination unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the extracted first speech recognition candidate based on the likelihood difference ratios of the groups categorized according to the speech characteristics.
[0021] Grouping the speech pattern sequence information according to the speech characteristics into men, women and children groups and determining whether to reject the extracted speech recognition candidates based on the likelihood difference ratios calculated for each group increases the rejection rate of the recognition filtering unit.

[0022] Preferably, the recognition filtering unit determines whether to reject or not reject the extracted first speech recognition candidate based on the difference between the likelihood value of the first speech recognition candidate and the likelihood value of the second speech recognition candidate. The likelihood value calculation unit extracts a fourth speech recognition candidate that is ranked lower than the third speech recognition candidate. The recognition filtering unit determines whether to reject or not reject the extracted speech recognition candidate based on the difference between the likelihood value of the first speech recognition candidate and the likelihood value of the fourth speech recognition candidate and determines whether to reject or not reject the extracted speech recognition candidate based on the likelihood value of the first speech recognition candidate.

[0023] By determining whether to reject the selected speech recognition candidates in this manner, the rate in which the candidates derived from the unregistered phrase and input noise are rejected can be increased.

[0024] Preferably, when a speech recognition candidate that has speech pattern sequence information approximate to that of the first speech recognition candidate exists in the speech recognition candidates ranked lower than the first speech recognition candidate, the candidate extraction unit removes the speech recognition candidate and extracts a speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the speech recognition candidate.

[0025] The removal of the candidate approximate to the first speech recognition candidate by the candidate extraction unit can increase the recognition rate.

[0026] Yet another aspect of the present invention is directed to a method for recognizing speech uttered in a noise environment on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis. The method includes the steps of calculating an amount of speech characteristics of each phrase in the uttered speech, calculating likelihood values of a plurality of speech recognition candidates treated as targets to be subjected speech recognition by comparing the amount of speech characteristics of a phrase with speech pattern sequence information of a plurality of phrases stored in advance, selecting a first speech recognition candidate, a second speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the first speech recognition candidate, and a third speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the second speech recognition candidate in decreasing order of the likelihood values based on the likelihood values calculated for each phrase, comparing a likelihood difference ratio between the difference in likelihood values between the selected first speech recognition candidate and the selected second speech recognition candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the selected second speech recognition candidate and the selected third speech recognition candidate, and determining, when the likelihood difference ratio is lower than a predetermined value, to reject the first speech recognition candidate, and when the likelihood difference ratio is higher than the predetermined value, to regard the first speech recognition candidate as a target to be subjected to speech recognition.

[0027] The method for recognizing speech in the aspect of the invention can increase the rate in which the speech recognition candidates derived from the unregistered phrases and noise are rejected, thereby improving the recognition rate.

[0028] Yet another aspect of the present invention is directed to an electronic apparatus including a speech recognition system recognizing speech uttered in a noise environment on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis. The speech recognition system includes a speech characteristic-amount calculation unit that calculates an amount of speech characteristics of each phrase in the uttered speech, a phrase storage unit that stores speech pattern sequence information of phrases, a likelihood value calculation unit that calculates likelihood values by comparing the amount of speech characteristics of a phrase calculated by the speech characteristic-amount calculation unit with the speech pattern sequence information of a plurality of the phrases stored in the phrase storage unit, a candidate extraction unit that selects a first speech recognition candidate based on the difference between the likelihood value of the first speech recognition candidate and the likelihood value of the fourth speech recognition candidate, a second speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the first speech recognition candidate, the candidate extraction unit removes the speech recognition candidate and extracts a speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the speech recognition candidate.

[0029] The electronic apparatus is thus provided with the speech recognition system. This speech recognition system selects the plurality of speech recognition candidates in decreasing order of the likelihood values and determines whether to reject the selected speech recognition candidates based on their likelihood value distributions, thereby improving the recognition rate. As a result, the electronic apparatus can reliably perform predetermined operations based on speech.

[0030] Preferably, the likelihood value calculation unit calculates likelihood values of a plurality of speech recognition candidates. The candidate extraction unit selects a first speech recognition candidate, a second speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the first speech recognition candidate, and a third speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the second speech recognition candidate in decreasing order of the likelihood values based on the likelihood values calculated by the likelihood value calculation unit. The recognition filtering unit determines whether to reject or not reject the speech recognition candidates extracted by the candidate extraction unit based on the likelihood difference
ratio between the difference in likelihood values between the first speech recognition candidate and the second speech recognition candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the second speech recognition candidate and the third speech recognition candidate.

[0031] The speech recognition system determines whether to reject the speech recognition candidates to prevent the candidates from being targets to be subjected to recognition based on the likelihood difference ratio, thereby increasing the rate in which the speech recognition candidates derived from the unregistered phrases and input noise are rejected and improving the recognition rate. As a result, the electronic apparatus can reliably perform predetermined operations based on speech.

[0032] In an embodiment, the speech recognized by the speech recognition system is associated with a predetermined number, and the predetermined number corresponds to an operation performed by the electronic apparatus.

[0033] In another embodiment, the operation is set in binary.

[0034] In yet another embodiment, the operation is set by multiple values. Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0035] The speech recognition system according to the present invention can determine whether to reject or not reject the selected speech recognition candidates based on the distributions of their respective likelihood values, thereby increasing the rejection rate and improving the recognition rate.

[0036] The method for recognizing speech according to the invention can increase the rate in which the speech recognition candidates derived from the unregistered phrases and input noise are rejected, resulting in improvement of the recognition rate.

[0037] The electronic apparatus according to the invention is provided with the speech recognition system. The speech recognition system is configured to select a plurality of speech recognition candidates in decreasing order of the likelihood values of the candidates and to determine whether to reject or not reject the selected speech recognition candidates based on the distributions of the likelihood values, thereby improving the recognition rate. As a result, the electronic apparatus can reliably perform predetermined operations based on speech.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0038]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the structure of an electronic apparatus according to an embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the structure of a speech recognition system shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 illustrates likelihood value distributions derived from an utterance "Konnichiwa", which is a registered phrase, in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher.
FIG. 4 illustrates likelihood value distributions derived from an utterance "Konbanwa", which is an unregistered phrase, in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher.
FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating operations of a recognition filtering device shown in FIG. 2.
FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating registered phrase rejecting operations shown in FIG. 5.
FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating unregistered phrase rejecting operations shown in FIG. 5.
FIG. 8 is a flow chart illustrating group evaluating operations shown in FIG. 5.
FIG. 9 depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating a registered phrase "7 (Nana)" and unregistered phrase "3 (San)", which are uttered by five speakers, with determination information α by the recognition filtering device of the speech recognition system according to the embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 10 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating a registered phrase "7 (Nana)" and unregistered phrase "3 (San)" uttered by five speakers with determination information β.
FIG. 11 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating a registered phrase "7 (Nana)" and unregistered phrase "3 (San)" uttered by five speakers with determination information γ.
FIG. 12 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating a registered phrase "7 (Nana)" and unregistered phrase "3 (San)" uttered by five speakers with determination information δ.
FIG. 13 depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating a registered phrase "start" and unregistered phrase "stop" uttered by five speakers with determination information α by the recognition filtering device of the speech recognition system according to the embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 14 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating a registered phrase "start" and unregistered phrase "stop" uttered by five speakers with determination information β.
FIG. 15 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating a registered phrase "start" and unregistered phrase "stop" uttered by five speakers with determination information γ.
FIG. 16 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating a registered phrase "start" and unregistered phrase "stop" uttered by five speakers with determination information δ.
FIG. 17 depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating sounds, other than languages, that
are input as 13 kinds of noises by the recognition filtering device of the speech recognition system according to the embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 18 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating sounds, other than languages, that are input as 13 kinds of noises with determination information $\alpha$.

FIG. 19 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating sounds, other than languages, that are input as 13 kinds of noises with determination information $\beta$.

FIG. 20 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating sounds, other than languages, that are input as 13 kinds of noises with determination information $\Delta$.

FIG. 21 also depicts distributions of the determination results obtained by evaluating sounds, other than languages, that are input as 13 kinds of noises with determination information $\gamma$.

FIG. 22 is a flow chart illustrating how to set the thresholds, or determination information $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\Delta$, $\gamma$, for each phrase.

FIG. 23 is a block diagram of a lighting apparatus used as the electronic apparatus in FIG. 1.

FIG. 24 is a flow chart showing operations of the lighting apparatus to turn the apparatus on.

FIG. 25 is a flow chart showing operations of the lighting apparatus to modulate the brightness.

FIG. 26 illustrates a remote controller used as the electronic apparatus.

FIG. 27 is a flow chart showing operations of the remote controller and a television to change the channel of the television.

Description of Embodiments

[0039] An embodiment of the present invention will be described below with reference to the drawings. FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the structure of an electronic apparatus 10 according to the embodiment of the invention. Referring to FIG. 1, the electronic apparatus 10 includes a microphone 9 that accepts input of uttered speech, a speech recognition system 1 that recognizes the uttered speech, and a main unit 10a that is the principal unit of the electronic apparatus 10 and performs functions of the electronic apparatus 10. The speech recognition system 1 is externally attached to the main unit 10a.

[0040] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the structure of the speech recognition system 1, shown in FIG. 1, according to the embodiment of the invention. With reference to FIG. 2, the structure of the speech recognition system 1 will be described in detail.

[0041] In FIG. 2, the speech recognition system 1 that is configured to recognize uttered speech on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis includes a speech segment detection device 2, a robust speech recognition device 3, and a recognition filtering device 4 serving as a recognition filtering unit and first to fourth determination units. The speech segment detection device 2 includes a speech power calculation circuit 21, which is supplied with input speech signals, and a speech segment detection circuit 22. The speech power calculation circuit 21 calculates a power component of an input speech signal. The speech segment detection circuit 22 detects speech segments based on the power component calculated by the speech power calculation circuit 21.

[0042] The robust speech recognition device 3 recognizes speech at high accuracy in a noise environment by removing noise other than the speech and includes a speech characteristic-amount calculation circuit 31 serving as a speech characteristic-amount calculation unit, a noise robust processing circuit 32, an estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33 serving as a likelihood value calculation unit and a candidate extraction unit, and a storage unit 34 serving as a phrase storage unit.

[0043] The speech characteristic-amount calculation circuit 31 calculates an amount of speech characteristics in a detected speech segment. The noise robust processing circuit 32 removes noise components, but not the speech, contained in the speech characteristic amount obtained by the speech characteristic-amount calculation circuit 31. The storage unit 34 stores data 35 of speech HMMs, which represent a plurality of different phrases and are speech pattern sequence information. In this description, the data 35 includes a men’s registered phrase data group 36, a women’s registered phrase data group 37 and a children’s registered phrase data group 38, those being speech HMMs categorized according to speech characteristics. Since men, women and children have different speech characteristics, storing the grouped speech HMMs of phrases enables identification of candidates with high likelihood values by calculation, thereby improving the recognition rate.

[0044] The groups are not limited to the men’s, women’s and children’s groups, and the data 35 can be grouped into a men’s high voice group and a men’s low voice group, or other types of groups. Alternatively, the data 35 may not be grouped, but is organized as either one of the men’s, women’s, and children’s groups to make rejection.

[0045] The estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33 successively compares the speech characteristic amount in which the noise components are removed by the noise robust processing circuit 32 with the speech HMM data 35 stored in the storage unit 34 and performs processing for calculating a logarithmic likelihood value (hereinafter, abbreviated as likelihood value) for each phrase. Then, a plurality of speech recognition candidates (hereinafter, abbreviated as candidates) are selected in decreasing order of the likelihood values. The phrase having the highest likelihood value...
is referred to as a first candidate and the phrase having the second highest likelihood value is referred to as a second candidate.

[0046] The recognition filtering device 4 determines whether to reject or not reject each of the selected candidates based on the distributions of the likelihood values of the candidates selected by the estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33.

[0047] FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate the principle of the present invention. The vertical axis represents likelihood values calculated by the estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33, while the horizontal axis represents the ranking of the recognized phrase candidates from the first candidate having a high likelihood value to the eighth candidate having a low likelihood value.

[0048] When five speakers 1 to 5 utter a registered phrase (including a word), for example, "Konnichiwa (good afternoon)", in a noise environment with a S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher, the distributions of the likelihood values of registered phrases calculated by the estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33 results in what is shown in FIG. 3. In this example, the first candidate, or "Konnichiwa", exhibits the highest likelihood value. However, the estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33 calculates, in addition to the first candidate's likelihood value, for example, the likelihood values of "Konbanwa (good evening)" as the second candidate, "Ohayo (good morning)" as the third candidate, "Tadaima (I'm home)" as the fourth candidate, "Oyasumi (good night)" as the fifth candidate, "Sayanara (good bye)" as the sixth candidate, "Bai-bai (Bye-bye)" as the seventh candidate, and "Mukatsuku (I'm angry) as the eighth candidate. However, as shown in FIG. 3, the likelihood values of the first candidate are extraordinarily high in comparison with those of the other candidates.

[0049] In addition to this, when five speakers 8 to 12 utter an unregistered phrase in the same environment, the likelihood value distributions of the first to eighth candidates of the registered phrases, calculated by the estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33, results in what is shown in FIG. 4.

[0050] As apparent from the contrast between FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, there sometimes may not be much difference between the likelihood values of the first candidate upon utterance of the registered phrase and the likelihood values of the first candidate upon utterance of the unregistered phrase, and therefore it is difficult to make a decision to reject or not reject the candidates based on only the likelihood values of the first candidate.

[0051] As a result of the detailed examination of the likelihood value distributions in FIGS. 3 and 4, the inventors of the present invention discovered the following facts.

(A) Utterance of a registered phrase

[0052] (a) As shown in FIG. 3, the likelihood values of the first candidate are converged in a certain range in a noise environment of 20 dB or higher. Although it is not shown in the drawing, the likelihood values of the first candidate sometimes are not converged in a certain range in a noise environment of 10 dB or lower.

(b) Even in the noise environment of 10 dB or lower, the comparison of the difference in likelihood values between the first candidate and the second candidate with the difference in likelihood values between the second candidate and a lower ranked candidate shows that the former difference is often greater.

(B) Utterance of an unregistered phrase

[0053] (a) Some of the likelihood values of the first candidate shown in FIG. 4 are the same as the likelihood values obtained when the registered phrases are uttered in FIG. 3.

(b) The difference in likelihood values between the first candidate and the second candidate or a lower ranked candidate is not so great.

(c) The likelihood values of the first candidate are greatly different according to the speakers.

[0054] In consideration of these results, the inventors performed experiments using various kinds of phrase data to determine whether to reject or adopt the extracted first candidate, and consequently found out that the recognition rate was improved by setting thresholds in view of the following conditions to determine rejection or adoption of each candidate.

[0055] From a plurality of extracted candidates, a first candidate and a plurality of candidates ranked lower than the first candidate are selected for every phrase in decreasing order of their likelihood values and the selected candidates are rejected or adopted based on the distributions of the likelihood values of the respective candidates. The likelihood value distributions can serve as a base for setting the thresholds that increase the rejection rate and improve the recognition rate.
For more specific explanation, an example of the likelihood value distributions will be given below. In the example, likelihood difference ratios of the candidates and likelihood values are obtained and compared with thresholds $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\Delta$, $\gamma$. The thresholds $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\Delta$, $\gamma$ are determination information and are preset to the men’s registered phrase data group 36, women’s registered phrase data group 37 and children’s registered phrase data group 38, in the storage unit 34, in an appropriate form for each of the data.

(1) The likelihood difference ratio can be calculated by obtaining the ratio between the difference in likelihood values between the first candidate and the second candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the second candidate and a lower-ranked $M$th candidate (e.g., sixth candidate). The likelihood difference ratio thus obtained with the difference in likelihood values between the first candidate and second candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the second candidate and the lower-ranked $M$th candidate and a first threshold $\alpha$ are used to make the determination. Expression 1 is calculated to compare with the threshold $\alpha$.

$$\frac{(\text{likelihood value of first candidate})-(\text{likelihood value of second candidate})}{(\text{likelihood value of second candidate})-(\text{likelihood value of Mth candidate})} \geq \alpha \quad \ldots \quad (\text{Expression 1})$$

Note that Expression 1 uses $\geq \alpha$ to make the determination; however, $> \alpha$ can be also used. In addition, the $M$th candidate can be any one of the candidates including the third candidate and candidates ranked lower than the third candidate. As described above, the recognition rate can be improved by calculating the likelihood difference ratio between the first candidate and second candidate and between the second candidate and the $M$th candidate. However, even though the calculation result of Expression 1 exhibits that the likelihood difference ratio is equal to or greater than the threshold $\alpha$, if there is not much difference in likelihood values between the first candidate and the second candidate, as in the case of the unregistered phrase shown in FIG. 4, it cannot be determined that the first candidate was uttered.

(2) Expression 2 is calculated to compare with a second threshold $\beta$.

$$\frac{(\text{likelihood value of first candidate})-(\text{likelihood value of second candidate})}{(\text{likelihood value of second candidate})-(\text{likelihood value of third candidate})} > \beta \quad \ldots \quad (\text{Expression 2})$$

Note that Expression 2 uses $> \beta$ to make the determination; however, $\geq \beta$ can be also used. In many cases, just Expression 1 and Expression 2 work well to reject first candidates having a low recognition rate, which increases the processing speed. However, even though Expression 1 and Expression 2 are satisfied, there may be some cases where the first candidate and the third candidate or a lower-ranked candidate have not much difference in likelihood values, as in the case of the unregistered phrase shown in FIG. 4. In other words, the difference in likelihood values between the first candidate and the third candidate or a lower-ranked candidate is required to be large to some extent to determine the first candidate as a recognition candidate.

(3) Expression 3 is calculated to compare with a third threshold $\Delta$. In Expression 3, the $N$th candidate is a candidate ranked equal to or lower than the third candidate, for example.

$$\frac{(\text{likelihood value of first candidate})-(\text{likelihood value of Nth candidate})}{(\text{likelihood value of Nth candidate})-(\text{likelihood value of third candidate})} > \Delta \quad \ldots \quad (\text{Expression 3})$$

Note that Expression 3 uses $> \Delta$ to make the determination; however, $\geq \Delta$ can be also used. Thus, satisfying Expression...
1. Expression 2 and Expression 3 can improve the recognition rate.

Furthermore, since the first candidate with a small likelihood value cannot be regarded as a recognition candidate as in the case of the unregistered phrase shown in FIG. 4, the first candidate is required to have a large likelihood value to some extent.

(4) Expression 4 is calculated to compare with a fourth threshold $\gamma$.

Note that Expression 4 uses $>\gamma$ to make the determination; however, $\geq \gamma$ can be also used.

The following are the reasons why the Mth candidate is selected in Expression 1 and the Nth candidate is selected in Expression 3. The comparison with $\alpha$ is made by obtaining a ratio between the difference in likelihood values between the first candidate and the second candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the second candidate and the third candidate or a candidate ranked lower than the third candidate, the ratio being also referred to as gradient. The differences in likelihood values between the second candidate and third candidate or a candidate ranked lower than the third candidate are converged to a value at a point and the Mth candidate is the one ranked higher as possible at the point in order to minimize variations in the gradients according to the speakers. From experimental data, the differences in likelihood values between the second candidate and third candidate, between the third candidate and fourth candidate, between the fourth candidate and fifth candidate, between the fifth candidate and sixth candidate, between the sixth candidate and seventh candidate, and between the seventh candidate and eighth candidate are obtained, and a candidate at a point in which the difference values are converged to 60 or lower is regarded as the Mth candidate (sixth candidate). Suppose that the Mth candidate is the sixth candidate "Sayonara" and the Nth candidate is the eighth candidate "Mukatsuku", the Nth candidate is the lowest ranked candidate.

In this description, the number of candidates to be selected is assumed to be six. When phrases having speech HMMs whose likelihood values are very close to that of the first candidate phrase (hereinafter, referred to as an approximate phrase) are selected as the second and third candidates, Expressions 1 to 4 sometimes cannot be satisfied. To prevent this, approximate phrases are prepared for every phrase. If the approximate phrases to the first candidate are successively ranked in the second and third candidates, the phrases are removed and the determinations as described in (1) and (2) are performed. In the above example, the second candidate "Konbanwa" and the third candidate "Ohayo" are removed as approximate phrases. The fourth candidate "Tadaima" is ranked in the second candidate from the fourth candidate, the fifth candidate "Oyasumi" is ranked in the third candidate from the fifth candidate, the sixth candidate "Good bye" is ranked in the fourth candidate from the sixth candidate, the seventh candidate "Bai Bai" is ranked in the fifth candidate from the seventh candidate, and the eighth candidate "Mukatsuku" is ranked in the lowest-ranked sixth candidate (Nth candidate) from the eighth candidate. Irrespective of the presence or absence of the approximate phrase, the lowest-ranked Nth candidate (eighth candidate) is selected for comparison with $\Delta$ in Expression 3.

By the way, registered-phrase determination information ($\alpha$, $\beta$, $\Delta$, $\gamma$) can be set as thresholds used to determine that the utterance is a registered phrase, while unregistered-phrase determination information ($\alpha'o$, $\beta'o$, $\Delta'o$, $\gamma'o$) can be set individually as thresholds used to determine that the utterance is an unregistered phrase.

FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating operations of the recognition filtering device 4 shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating operations of registered phrase rejection evaluating subroutines shown in FIG. 5. FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating operations of unregistered-phrase rejection evaluating subroutines shown in FIG. 5. FIG. 8 is a flow chart illustrating operations of group evaluating subroutines shown in FIG. 5.

Referring to FIGS. 5 to 8, specific operations of the speech recognition system 1 according to the embodiment of the present invention will be described.

The speech segment detection device 2 of the speech recognition system 1 detects speech segments from an input speech signal and feeds a speech detection signal to the robust speech recognition device 3. The speech characteristic-amount calculation circuit 31 of the robust speech recognition device 3 calculates an amount of speech characteristics of an input speech phrase, and the noise robust processing circuit 32 removes noise components except for the speech.

The estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33 calculates likelihood values based on the calculated speech characteristic amount and the data 35 stored in the storage unit 34. More specifically, the likelihood values of candidates from the characteristically-categorized men, women and children groups are calculated based on the men’s registered phrase data 36, women’s registered phrase data 37 and children’s registered phrase data 38 in the storage.
unit 34. Calculation of the likelihood values is performed in the order from the first candidate, second candidate, third candidate, and then the lower-ranked candidates.

[0073] If the estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33 is a hardware circuit, calculation of the likelihood values of the respective men’s, women’s and children’s candidates can be performed at the same time. Alternatively, if the calculation of the likelihood values by the estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33 is performed through software processes, the likelihood values of the candidates are successively performed, for example, from the men’s, women’s to children’s candidates.

[0074] The recognition filtering device 4 executes recognition filtering processing along with the flow chart, in FIG. 5, illustrated for the recognition filtering processing. Specifically, at step (abbreviated as SP in the drawings) SP1 in FIG. 5, grouping processing into men, women and children groups is performed. The grouping processing determines which of the men, women and children groups the candidate whose likelihood value was calculated by the estimation process likelihood calculation circuit 33 is in. For example, if the likelihood value of a men’s candidate is calculated, the processing goes to step SP2, if the likelihood value of a women’s candidate is calculated, the processing goes to step SP6, and if the likelihood value of a children’s candidate is calculated, the processing goes to step SP10.

[0075] In this description, it is assumed that the likelihood value of a men’s candidate is calculated. At step SP2, registered-phrase rejection evaluation is performed. The registered-phrase rejection evaluation processing is a process for evaluating a first candidate with the men’s registered-phrase determination information \((\alpha, \beta, \Delta, \gamma)\), which are thresholds for determining whether to reject or adopt the first candidate based on the calculated likelihood values of the candidates. At step SP3, it is determined whether to reject (NO) or adopt (YES) the evaluated first candidate. In the case of rejection, the processing is terminated. If the first candidate is adopted, unregistered-phrase rejection evaluation is performed at step SP4.

[0076] The unregistered-phrase rejection evaluating processing in step SP4 is a process for evaluating whether to reject or adopt the first candidate with the men’s unregistered-phrase determination information \((\alpha_o, \beta_o, \Delta_o, \gamma_o)\) based on the calculated likelihood values of the candidates. At step SP5, it is determined whether to reject (NO) or adopt (YES) the evaluated first candidate.

[0077] In the case where the likelihood value of a women’s candidate was calculated, processing from steps SP6 to SP9 is executed in the same manner as the processing for men’s candidate based on the women’s registered-phrase determination information \((\alpha, \beta, \Delta, \gamma)\) and women’s unregistered-phrase determination information \((\alpha_o, \beta_o, \Delta_o, \gamma_o)\). In the case where the likelihood value of a children’s candidate was calculated, processing from steps SP10 to SP13 is executed based on the children’s registered-phrase determination information \((\alpha, \beta, \Delta, \gamma)\) and children’s unregistered-phrase determination information \((\alpha_o, \beta_o, \Delta_o, \gamma_o)\). The first candidate is determined to be adopted through the processing from steps SP2 to SP13 then undergoes group evaluation at step SP14. The group evaluation processing in step SP14 can make a correct determination by evaluating the candidates on a group-to-group basis, even if voices are in different frequency bands as with the case the men, women and children candidates are different.

[0078] Next, the registered-phrase rejection evaluating processing in FIG. 5 will be described in detail with reference to subroutines shown in FIG. 6. Although FIG. 5 shows that the registered-phrase rejection evaluation processing is executed in step SP2 and determination processing is executed in step SP3, more specifically speaking, the registered rejection evaluating processing and determination processing are performed according to registered-phrase rejection evaluating processing shown in FIG. 6.

[0079] At step SP21, the aforementioned Expression 1 is calculated, and the calculation result is compared to the registered-phrase determination information \(\alpha\), which is a first threshold. At step SP22, it is determined whether the calculation result of Expression 1 is larger than the registered-phrase determination information \(\alpha\). If the calculation result is larger than the registered-phrase determination information \(\alpha\), the first candidate is determined as an adopted candidate (YES), and the processing goes to step SP23 where a calculation is performed. If not (NO), the registered-phrase rejection processing is terminated.

[0080] At step SP23, Expression 2 is calculated, and the calculated result is compared to the registered-phrase determination information \(\beta\), which is a second threshold. At step SP24, it is determined whether the calculated result of Expression 2 is larger than the registered-phrase determination information \(\beta\). If the calculated result is larger than the registered-phrase determination information \(\beta\), the first candidate is determined as an adopted candidate (YES), and the processing goes to step SP25 where a calculation is performed, and if not, the determination NO is made and the registered-phrase rejection processing is terminated.

[0081] At step SP25, Expression 3 is calculated, and the calculated result is compared to the registered-phrase determination information \(\Delta\), which is a third threshold. At step SP26, it is determined whether the calculated result of Expression 3 is larger than the registered-phrase determination information \(\Delta\). If the calculated result is larger than the registered-phrase determination information \(\Delta\), the determination YES is made, and if not, the determination NO is made and the registered-phrase rejection processing is terminated.

[0082] In comparative processing in step SP27, it is determined whether the likelihood value of the first candidate is larger than the registered-phrase determination information \(\gamma\), which is a fourth threshold. At step SP28, in response to
the determination result whether the likelihood value of the first candidate is larger than the registered-phrase determination information \( \gamma \), the registered-phrase rejection processing is terminated. The candidates that are determined to be NO through the processing at steps SP22, SP24, SP26 and SP28 are rejected, while the candidates that are determined to be YES in all steps are adopted. Then, subsequent to the processing in step SP28, the candidate returns to the processing shown in the flow chart of FIG. 5.

[0083] Although FIG. 5 shows that the unregistered-phrase rejection evaluating processing is performed by executing the unregistered-phrase rejection evaluating processing in step SP4 and determination processing in step SP5, more specifically speaking, the unregistered-phrase rejection evaluating processing and determination process are performed according to unregistered-phrase rejection evaluating processing shown in FIG. 7. In short, the aforementioned Expressions 1 to 4 are calculated based on the obtained likelihood values of the candidates, and each of the candidates are determined whether to be rejected or not with the unregistered-phrase determination information \((\alpha_0, \beta_0, \Delta_0, \gamma_0)\), which are thresholds used for the determination.

[0084] At step SP31, Expression 1 is calculated, and the calculated result is compared to the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \alpha_0 \), which is a threshold. At step SP32, it is determined whether the calculated result of Expression 1 is larger than the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \alpha_0 \). If the calculated result is larger than the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \alpha_0 \), the determination YES is made and the processing goes to step SP33 where a calculation is performed, and if not, the determination NO is made and the unregistered-phrase rejection processing is terminated. At step SP33, Expression 2 is calculated, and the calculated result is compared to the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \beta_0 \).

[0085] At step SP34, it is determined whether the calculated result of Expression 2 is larger than the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \beta_0 \). If the calculated result is larger than the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \beta_0 \), the determination YES is made and the processing goes to step SP35 where a calculation is performed, and if not, the determination NO is made and the unregistered-phrase rejection processing is terminated. At step SP35, Expression 3 is calculated, and the calculated result is compared to the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \Delta_0 \).

[0086] At step SP36, it is determined whether the calculated result of Expression 3 is larger than the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \Delta_0 \). If the calculated result is larger than the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \Delta_0 \), the determination YES is made and the processing goes to step SP37 where comparison processing is performed using Expression 4, and if not, the registered-phrase rejection processing is terminated. In the comparison processing at step SP37, it is determined whether the likelihood value of the first candidate is larger than the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \gamma_0 \). At step SP38, in response to the determination result whether the likelihood value of the first candidate is larger than the unregistered-phrase determination information \( \gamma_0 \), the unregistered-phrase rejection processing is terminated. The candidates that are determined as being NO through the processing at steps SP32, SP34, SP36 and SP38 are rejected, while the candidates that are determined as being YES in all steps are adopted.

[0087] If a first candidate is adopted in the registered phrase rejection evaluating processing in FIG. 6 and a different first candidate is adopted in the unregistered-phrase rejection evaluating processing shown in FIG. 7, the candidate with a higher likelihood difference ratio can be selected.

[0088] The group evaluation processing shown in FIG. 5 is performed by executing the subroutines shown in FIG. 8.

[0089] At step SP41 in FIG. 8, Expression 5 shown below is calculated.

\[(\text{likelihood value of men's first candidate} \times K1) \geq \text{likelihood value of women's first candidate} \times K2 \text{ or (likelihood value of children's first candidate} \times K3) \ldots \text{(Expression 5)}\]

Note that Expression 5 uses \( \geq \) to make the determination; however, \( > \) can be also used.

[0091] K1, K2, K3 are constants preset to the candidates of men, women, children, respectively, and are prescribed at a predetermined ratio. Since children's speech HMMs have a wide range of variations, K3 is set smaller than the K1 and K2 used for the men's and women's speech HMMs.

[0092] At step SP42, if the result of Expression 5 indicates that the likelihood value of the men's first candidate is greater than the likelihood value of the women's first candidate or the children's first candidate (YES), the men's first candidate phrase is adopted as a recognition candidate at step SP43. At step SP42, if it is determined that the likelihood value of the men's first candidate is not greater than the likelihood value of the women's first candidate or the children's first candidate (NO), Expression 6 is calculated in step SP44.

[0093]
(likelihood value of women's first candidate \times K2) \geq (likelihood value of children's first candidate \times K3) \ldots (Expression 6)

Note that Expression 6 uses \( \geq \) to make the determination; however, \( > \) can be also used.

At step SP45, if the result of Expression 6 indicates that the likelihood value of the women's first candidate is larger than the likelihood value of the children's first candidate (YES), the women's first candidate phrase is adopted as a recognition candidate at step SP46. If the likelihood value of the women's first candidate is not larger than the likelihood value of the children's first candidate (NO), the children's first candidate phrase is adopted as a recognition candidate at step SP47.

FIGS. 9 to 12 illustrate operations for maintaining uttered phrases in the registered phrases and rejecting unregistered phrases through the processing shown in FIGS. 5 to 8. In this description, the determination information \( \alpha, \beta, \Delta, \gamma \) for registered phrases and the determination information \( \alpha, \beta, \Delta, \gamma \) for unregistered phrases have the same values.

FIG. 9 shows likelihood difference ratios of the candidates obtained by Expression 1 on a vertical axis. FIG. 10 shows differential likelihood values, on the vertical axis, which are obtained by subtracting the likelihood value of the second candidate from the likelihood value of the first candidate using Expression 2. FIG. 11 shows differential likelihood values, on the vertical axis, which are obtained by subtracting the likelihood value of the eighth candidate from the likelihood value of the first candidate using Expression 3. FIG. 12 shows differential likelihood values of the first candidate, on the vertical axis, which are obtained using Expression 4. The horizontal axis of each drawing uses numbers to indicate speakers.

The characteristic \( a1 \) in FIG. 9 indicates likelihood difference ratios of candidates when speakers 1 to 5 utter a registered phrase, for example, "7 (Nana)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic \( b1 \) indicates likelihood difference ratios of candidates when speakers 8 to 12 utter an unregistered phrase, for example, "3 (San)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic \( c1 \) indicates likelihood difference ratios of candidates when speakers 15 to 19 utter a registered phrase, for example, "7 (Nana)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 10 dB or lower.

The characteristic \( d1 \) in FIG. 10 indicates differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and second candidate) recognized when the speakers 1 to 5 utter a registered phrase, or "7 (Nana)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic \( e1 \) indicates differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and second candidate) recognized when the speakers 8 to 12 utter an unregistered phrase, or "3 (San)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher.

The characteristic \( f1 \) indicates differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and second candidate) recognized when the speakers 15 to 19 utter a registered phrase, or "7 (Nana)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 10 dB or lower.

The characteristic \( g1 \) in FIG. 11 indicates differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and second candidate) recognized when the speakers 1 to 5 utter a registered phrase, or "7 (Nana)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic \( h1 \) indicates differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and second candidate) recognized when the speakers 8 to 12 utter an unregistered phrase, or "3 (San)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher.

The characteristic \( i1 \) indicates differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and second candidate) recognized when the speakers 15 to 19 utter a registered phrase, or "7 (Nana)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 10 dB or lower.

The characteristic \( j1 \) in FIG. 12 indicates likelihood values of the first candidate recognized when speakers 1 to 5 utter a registered phrase, or "7 (Nana)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic \( k1 \) indicates likelihood values of the first candidate recognized when the speakers 8 to 12 utter an unregistered phrase, or "3 (San)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher.

The characteristic \( m1 \) indicates likelihood values of the first candidate recognized when the speakers 15 to 19 utter a registered phrase, or "7 (Nana)" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 10 dB or lower.

As to the characteristics in FIG. 9, if the determination information \( \alpha \), which is a threshold represented by a thick line, is set to, for example, "1.3", the candidates of the registered phrase uttered by the speakers 1 to 5 in regard to the characteristic \( a1 \) and the candidates of the registered phrase uttered by the speakers 15 to 19 in regard to the characteristic \( c1 \), those of which have values of the likelihood difference ratio equal to or higher than the determination information \( \alpha \), can be adopted, while the candidates of the unregistered phrase uttered by the speakers 9 and 12 in regard to the characteristic \( b1 \), those of which have values of the likelihood difference ratio equal to or lower than the determination information \( \alpha \), can be rejected.

In FIG. 10, if the determination information \( \beta \), which is a threshold represented by a thick line, is set to "350", the candidates of the registered phrase uttered by the speakers 1 to 5 in regard to the characteristic \( d1 \) and the candidates
of the registered phrase uttered by the speakers 15 to 19 in regard to the characteristic f1, those of which have differential likelihood values equal to or higher than the determination information $\beta$, can be adopted, while the candidates of the unregistered phrase uttered by the speakers 8, 9, 11 and 12 in regard to the characteristic e1, those of which have differential likelihood values equal to or lower than the determination information $\gamma$, can be rejected.

[0103] In FIG. 11, if the determination information $\Delta$, which is a threshold represented by a thick line, is set to “700”, the candidates of the registered phrase uttered by the speakers 1 to 5 in regard to the characteristic g1 and the candidates of the registered phrase uttered by the speakers 15 to 19 in regard to the characteristic i1, those of which have differential likelihood values equal to or higher than the determination information $\Delta$, can be adopted, while the candidates of the unregistered phrase uttered by the speakers 8, 10, 11 and 12 in regard to the characteristic h1, those of which have differential likelihood values equal to or lower than the determination information $\Delta$, can be rejected.

[0104] In FIG. 12, if the determination information $\gamma$, which is a threshold represented by a thick line, is set to “12300”, the candidates of the registered phrase uttered by the speakers 1 to 5 in regard to the characteristic j1 and the candidates of the registered phrase uttered by the speakers 15 to 19 in regard to the characteristic m1, those of which have likelihood values equal to or higher than the determination information $\gamma$, can be adopted. Optimal setting of the determination information $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\Delta$, $\gamma$, enables adoption of the candidates of the registered phrase and rejection of the candidates of the unregistered phrase. Such optimal determination information can be obtained by, for example, preparing data of one hundred sample phrases for a single phrase, assigning actual values to each of the determination information $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\Delta$, $\gamma$, and employing values that enables a high rejection rate as determination information.

[0105] In FIGS. 9 to 12, the determination information $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\Delta$, $\gamma$, which are thresholds in Expressions 1 to 4, are used to improve the processing speed. Specifically, the values of $\alpha_i$ and $\alpha_o$ are obtained from the registered-phrase determination information $(\xi_i, \beta_i, \Delta_i, \gamma_i)$ and unregistered-phrase determination information $(\mu_o, \beta_o, \Delta_o, \gamma_o)$, and the value making the rejection rate optimal is defined as $\alpha_i$. These values are defined as optimal parameters based on likely the most preferable data to perform speech recognition as a result of simulations of every phrase having the highest likelihood value on a computer. Similarly, the values of $\beta_i, \Delta_i, \gamma_i$ and $\beta_o, \Delta_o, \gamma_o$ are respectively obtained, and the values making the rejection rate optimal are defined as $\beta_i, \Delta_i$ and $\gamma_i$. As to the characteristics b1, e1 and h1, the candidates are discarded through the processing in FIGS. 9, 10 and 11.

[0106] FIGS. 13 to 16 also represent characteristics of distributions derived from evaluations with thresholds, or determination information $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\Delta$, $\gamma$, when five speakers utter a registered phrase "start" or an unregistered phrase "stop" or when noises other than languages are input.

[0107] In FIG. 13, the vertical axis denotes likelihood difference ratios, while the horizontal axis uses numbers to denote speakers. The characteristic a2 indicates likelihood difference ratios of candidates when the speakers 1 to 5 utter a registered phrase "start" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic b2 indicates likelihood difference ratios of candidates when the speakers 8 to 12 utter an unregistered phrase "stop" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic c2 indicates likelihood difference ratios of candidates when the speakers 15 to 19 utter the registered phrase "start" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 10 dB or lower.

[0108] In FIG. 14, the vertical axis denotes likelihood values, while the horizontal axis uses numbers to denote speakers. The characteristic d2 indicates the differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and second candidate) when the speakers 1 to 5 utter a registered phrase "start" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic e2 indicates the differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and second candidate) when the speakers 8 to 12 utter an unregistered phrase "stop" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic f2 indicates differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and eighth candidate) when the speakers 15 to 19 utter the registered phrase "start" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 10 dB or lower.

[0109] In FIG. 15, the vertical axis denotes likelihood values, while the horizontal axis uses numbers to denote speakers. The characteristic g2 indicates the differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and eighth candidate) when the speakers 1 to 5 utter a registered phrase "start" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic h2 indicates differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and eighth candidate) when the speakers 8 to 12 utter an unregistered phrase "stop" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic i2 indicates differential likelihood values of candidates (difference in likelihood between the first candidate and eighth candidate) when the speakers 15 to 19 utter the registered phrase "start" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 10 dB or lower.

[0110] In FIG. 16, the vertical axis denotes likelihood values, while the horizontal axis uses numbers to denote speakers. The characteristic j2 indicates likelihood values of candidates (likelihood value of the first candidate) when the speakers 1 to 5 utter a registered phrase "start" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic k2 indicates likelihood values of candidates (likelihood value of the first candidate) when the speakers 8 to 12 utter an unregistered phrase "stop" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 20 dB or higher. The characteristic l2 indicates likelihood values of candidates (likelihood value of the first candidate) when the speakers 15 to 19 utter the registered phrase "start" in a noise environment with an S/N ratio of 10 dB or lower.
As shown in FIG. 18, when determination information \( \alpha \) as a threshold is set to "0.7", the candidates for noises 1, 4 to 11 and 13, except for noises 2, 3 and 12, having likelihood values equal to or lower than the determination information \( \alpha \) can be rejected. As shown in FIG. 19, when determination information \( \beta \) as a threshold is set to "300", the candidates for noises, except for noise 2, having likelihood values equal to the determination information \( \beta \) can be rejected. As shown in FIG. 20, when determination information \( \Delta \) as a threshold is set to "600", the candidates for noises 3 to 8 and noises 10 to 13 having likelihood values equal to or lower than the determination information \( \Delta \) can be rejected. As shown in FIG. 21, when determination information \( \gamma \) as a threshold is set to "13000", the candidates for noises 1, 2, 4, 7 to 9 having likelihood values equal to or lower than the determination information \( \gamma \) can be removed. Thus, evaluation with the determination information \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \Delta \), \( \gamma \) as thresholds enables rejection of all candidates for the noises 1 to 13.

Although determination of whether to reject or adopt the first candidate is made by firstly calculating Expression 1 to determine the threshold \( \alpha \), secondly calculating Expression 2 to determine the threshold \( \beta \), thirdly calculating Expression 3 to determine the threshold \( \Delta \), and finally calculating Expression 4 to determine the threshold \( \gamma \) in this order in the above-described embodiment, the determination process is not limited thereto, and can begin with calculation of Expression 4 to determine the threshold \( \gamma \). Any order of determination process is available.

As described in the embodiment, input speech is processed on a phrase-by-phrase basis so as to obtain likelihood-value distributions that are evaluated with the determination information \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \Delta \), \( \gamma \) or thresholds, to reject candidates of registered phrases having a low likelihood value, to reject candidates of unregistered phrases and to reject noises other than languages, thereby improving the rejection rate.

In addition, the characteristics of the input speech can be grouped, for example, into men, women and children groups to perform group-by-group detailed evaluation, thereby enabling more accurate determination.

In addition, optimized determination information \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \Delta \), \( \gamma \) for each phrase stored in the storage unit 34 can improve the rejection rate of registered phrases having a low likelihood value and the rejection rate of unregistered phrases. The optimization is done by preparing, for example, data of one hundred sample phrases for a single phrase, inputting actual values to the determination information \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \Delta \), \( \gamma \), and employing a value that increases the rejection rate as determination information, thereby improving the rejection rate.

Specific description about setting the thresholds, or the determination information \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \Delta \), \( \gamma \), for each phrase will be described. FIG. 22 is a flow chart illustrating how to set the thresholds, or the determination information \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \Delta \), \( \gamma \), for each phrase. The description will now be made by referring to FIG. 22.

Firstly, input of speech corresponding to a registered phrase is accepted (S51). The speech of the registered phrase is superimposed with noise existing in an environment where the speech recognition system 1 is used or superimposed with white noise of 10 dB to produce a noise environment condition making users feel noisy. Then, as described above, an amount of speech characteristics is calculated and likelihood values are calculated based on the data stored in the storage unit 34 (S52).

Then, processing at S51 to S52 are repeatedly performed for the predetermined number of data phrases, for example, data of one hundred phrases as described above, prepared for every single registered phrase (NO at S53). Upon finishing the processes for the data of one hundred phrases (YES at S53), the threshold \( \gamma \) in Expression 4 is calculated (S54). The threshold \( \gamma \) in Expression 4 is calculated so that a recognition pass rate at determination becomes, for example, 99%. The recognition pass rate is a passing rate to measure correction of recognized speech and obtained by the following expression; the number of correctly recognized phrases that pass without being rejected divided by the number of correct speech recognitions \( \times 100 \). More specifically, if 98 data phrases out of 100 data phrases are correctly recognized, the threshold \( \gamma \) is calculated so as to pass, but not reject 97 data phrases out of 98 data phrases. Moreover, the threshold \( \gamma \) in Expression 4 is calculated so as to be a predetermined value, for example, 10,000 or more.

Next, the threshold \( \Delta \) in Expression 3 is calculated (S55). The threshold \( \Delta \) in Expression 3 is calculated so that the recognition pass rate at determination becomes, for example, 90% in addition to the threshold \( \gamma \) in Expression 4 in S54. Specifically, if 98 data phrases out of 100 data phrases are correctly recognized, the threshold \( \Delta \) is calculated so as to pass, but not reject 88 data phrases out of 98 data phrases. Moreover, the threshold A in Expression 3 is calculated so as to be a predetermined value, for example, 200 or more.

Then, the threshold \( \alpha \) in Expression 1 is calculated (S56). The threshold \( \alpha \) in Expression 1 is calculated so that the recognition pass rate at determination becomes, for example, 85% in addition to the threshold \( \gamma \) in Expression 4 at S54 and the threshold A in Expression 3 at S55. Specifically, if 98 data phrases out of 100 data phrases are correctly recognized, the threshold \( \alpha \) is calculated so as to pass, but not reject 83 data phrases out of 98 data phrases. Moreover,
the threshold \( \alpha \) in Expression 1 is calculated so as to be a predetermined value, for example, 0.1 or more.

**[0123]** Then, threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 is calculated (S57). The threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 is calculated so that the recognition pass rate at determination becomes, for example, 80% in addition to the threshold \( \gamma \) in Expression 4 at S54, the threshold \( \Delta \) in Expression 3 at S55 and the threshold \( \alpha \) in Expression 1 at S56. Specifically, if 98 data phrases out of 100 data phrases are correctly recognized, the threshold \( \beta \) is calculated so as to pass, but not reject 78 data phrases out of the 98 data phrases. Moreover, the threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 is calculated so as to be a predetermined value, for example, 90 or more.

**[0124]** At S57, it is determined whether the recognition pass rate when determination is made with the threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 is higher than 80%. If the recognition pass rate is higher than 80% (YES at S58), input speech corresponding to the unregistered phrase is accepted (S59). The speech of the unregistered phrase is, as with the speech of the registered phrase, superimposed with noise existing in an environment where the speech recognition system 1 is used or superimposed with white noise (white noise) of 10 dB to produce a noise environment condition making users feel noisy. Then, the likelihood value is calculated (S60).

**[0125]** Then, it is determined whether the unregistered phrase is rejected with the thresholds \( \gamma, \Delta, \alpha, \beta \) calculated at S54 to S57. If the unregistered phrase is rejected (YES at S61), the calculated thresholds \( \gamma, \Delta, \alpha, \beta \) are employed as determination information (S62).

**[0126]** If, at S58, the recognition pass rate when determination is made with the threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 is 80% or lower (NO at S58), there is a high possibility that a phrase approximate to the accepted input registered phrase exists. After removing the approximate phrase, the threshold \( \Delta \) in Expression 3, threshold \( \alpha \) in Expression 1, and threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 are calculated again. This adjusts the recognition pass rate at determination to be higher than 80%.

**[0127]** At S61, if the unregistered phrase is not rejected (NO at S61), the threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 is increased (S63). Specifically, one is added to the threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2. The threshold \( \beta \) is adjusted in this manner until rejecting the unregistered phrase.

**[0128]** Such a simple method for calculating the thresholds, or the determination information \( \alpha, \beta, \Delta, \gamma \), can reduce time required processing. In addition, just adjusting the thresholds can readily perform adjustment of the rejection level.

**[0129]** For example, the rejection level is adjusted using a low rejection level threshold, a high rejection level threshold and a reference threshold calculated in the above. The low rejection level threshold is the lower limit of the thresholds calculated so that the recognition pass rates uniformly become, for example, 95%. The high rejection level threshold is the higher limit of the threshold \( \alpha \) in Expression 1 calculated so that the recognition pass rates uniformly become, for example, 80% and the threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 calculated so that the recognition pass rates become, for example, 70%.

**[0130]** Setting of the thresholds, or the determination information \( \alpha, \beta, \Delta, \gamma \), to each phrase is made by calculating the threshold \( \gamma \) in Expression 4, the threshold \( \Delta \) in Expression 3, the threshold \( \alpha \) in Expression 1 and the threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 in this order. This calculation order can gradually narrow the range through which the phrase can pass.

**[0131]** Although the threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 is controlled to be higher for the unregistered phrase that is not rejected at S61, this is just an example and the present invention is not limited to the example. The threshold \( \alpha \) in Expression 1 can be controlled to be higher. In the case where a predetermined number of the non-rejected unregistered phrases, for example, two or less unregistered phrases exist, the threshold \( \beta \) in Expression 2 may not need to be increased. According to the number of the non-rejected unregistered phrases, the threshold can be adjusted.

**[0132]** In addition, the thresholds, or the determination information \( \alpha, \beta, \Delta, \gamma \), can be configured so as to be externally set to any values. This allows the rejection level in the speech recognition system 1 to be adjusted from the outside.

**[0133]** FIG. 23 is a block diagram of a lighting apparatus 40 used as the electronic apparatus 10 shown in FIG. 1. Referring to FIG. 23, the structure of the lighting apparatus 40 will be described. The lighting apparatus 40 includes a microphone 9, a speech recognition system 1 and a main unit 40a that is the principal unit of the lighting apparatus 40.

The main unit 40a includes a control section (control unit) 41 that controls the entire main unit 40a, a reception section 42 that receives instructions from the speech recognition system 1, and a lighting section 43 that has a switch circuit, which controls a light bulb or the like between on and off states, and turns on and off the light bulb in response to an instruction from the reception section 42.

**[0134]** Upon receipt of an instruction from the reception section 42, the control section 41 performs operations according to the instruction. Specifically, the control section 41 receives a predetermined number from the reception section 42 and performs operations required by the number. The predetermined number is preset for every operation executable by the lighting apparatus 40. For example, the operation corresponding to number 1 is to turn on the light, while the operation corresponding to number 2 is to turn off the light. In other words, these operations are ON and OFF operations, such as light-up and light-out, set in binary. In addition, the operation corresponding to number 3 is to increase the brightness of the light by one level, and the operation corresponding to number 4 is to increase the brightness of the light by two levels. The operation corresponding to number 5 is to decrease the brightness of the light by one level, while the operation corresponding to number 6 is to decrease the brightness of the light by two levels. In other words, these operations are multi-step operations set by multiple values.

**[0135]** The speech recognition system 1 is externally attached to the main unit 40a and outputs to the reception section
More specifically, the phrases selected as speech recognition candidates are associated with predetermined numbers, and the speech recognition system 1 outputs the number of the adopted speech recognition candidate phrase. For example, the number corresponding to an utterance "Tsukeru (turn on the light)" is 1, while the number corresponding to an utterance "Kesu (turn off the light)" is 2. In addition, the number corresponding to an utterance "Akaruku ichi (brighter 1)" is 3. The number corresponding to an utterance "Akaruku ni (brighter 2)" is 4. The number corresponding to an utterance "Kuraku ichi (dimmer 1)" is 5. The number corresponding to an utterance "Kuraku ni (dimmer 2)" is 6.

A description will be made about the lighting apparatus 40 to be turned on. FIG. 24 is a flow chart showing the operations of the lighting apparatus 40 to turn the apparatus on. The description will now be made by referring to FIGS. 23 and 24.

At first, the speech recognition system 1 accepts an input of speech "Tsukeru" through a microphone 9 (S71). Then, the speech recognition system 1, as with the above descriptions, selects speech recognition candidates for the input speech "Tsukeru", and determines whether to reject or adopt the selected speech recognition candidates. In this description, adoption of "Tsukeru" is confirmed (S72).

Then, the speech recognition system 1 outputs a number corresponding to the utterance "Tsukeru" to the main unit 40a (S73). In this description, the number corresponding to "Tsukeru" is 1, and therefore, the speech recognition system 1 outputs number 1 to the main unit 40a.

Then, the control section 41 of the lighting apparatus 40 performs a predetermined operation corresponding to number 1 (S74). Since the operation corresponding to number 1 is to turn on the light in this description, the control section 41 controls the lighting section 43 to light up. For example, the control section 41 controls the lighting section 43 so as to bring the switch circuit into the ON state to transmit a voltage to the lighting section 43, thereby turning the lighting section 43 on.

Subsequently, light modulation of the lighting apparatus 40 will be described. FIG. 25 is a flow chart showing the operations of the lighting apparatus 40 to modulate the brightness. The description about light modulation of the lighting apparatus 40 will now be made by referring to FIGS. 23 and 25.

At first, the speech recognition system 1 accepts an input of speech "Akaruku ichi" through the microphone 9 (S81). Then, the speech recognition system 1 selects, as with the above description, speech recognition candidates for the input speech "Akaruku ichi", and determines whether to reject or adopt the selected speech recognition candidates. In this description, adoption of "Akaruku ichi" is confirmed (S82).

Then, the speech recognition system 1 outputs a number corresponding to the utterance "Akaruku ichi" (S83). In this description, the number corresponding to the utterance "Akaruku ichi" is 3, and therefore, the speech recognition system 1 outputs number 3 to the main unit 40a.

Then, the control section 41 of the lighting apparatus 40 performs a predetermined operation corresponding to number 3 (S84). Since the operation corresponding to number 3 is to increase the brightness of the light by one level in this description, the control section 41 increases the voltage transmitted to the lighting section 43 that in turn increases the brightness of the light by one level.

As described above, the electronic apparatus 10 controls itself to perform predetermined operations based on the speech recognized by the speech recognition system 1. Therefore, the electronic apparatus 10 is provided with a speech recognition system 1 with an improved recognition rate. As a result, the predetermined operations can be reliably performed based on the speech.

Although the electronic apparatus 10 is the lighting apparatus 40 in the above embodiment, the present invention is not limited thereto, but can also be applied to remote controllers for controlling televisions or other apparatuses.

A description will be made about an application to a remote controller. FIG. 26 illustrates a remote controller 50 used as an electronic apparatus 10. Referring to FIG. 26, the remote controller 50 includes a microphone 9, a speech recognition system 1 and a main unit 50a that is a principal unit of the remote controller 50. The main unit 50a includes a control section 51 that controls the entire main unit 50a, a reception section 52 that receives instructions from the speech recognition system 1, and a communication section 53 that communicates with a television 60. The remote controller 50 controls the television 60 to turn on or off the power, to adjust volumes, to change the channels and so on via, for example, infrared communication with the television 60. More specifically, the main unit 50a receives a predetermined number from the reception section 52 and transmits an infrared data corresponding to the number to control the television 60. For example, the infrared data corresponding to number 1 is to turn on the television 60, the infrared data corresponding to number 10 is to change the channel of the television 60, and the infrared data corresponding to the number 20 is to turn up the volume of the television 60.

The speech recognition system 1, which is externally attached to the remote controller 50, outputs to the reception section 52 a number corresponding to an adopted speech recognition candidate phrase. For example, the number corresponding to an utterance "On" is 1, the number corresponding to an utterance "channeru ichi (channel 1)" is 10, and the number corresponding to an utterance "Oto wo ookiku (turn up the volume)" is 20.
A description will now be made about changes in channel of the television 60. FIG. 27 is a flow chart illustrating the operations of the remote controller 50 and television 60 to change the channel of the television 60. The description will now be made by referring to FIGS. 26 and 27.

At first, the speech recognition system 1 accepts an input of speech "channeru ichi" through the microphone 9 (S91). Then, the speech recognition system 1 selects, as with the above description, speech recognition candidates for the input speech "channeru ichi" and determines whether to reject or adopt the selected speech recognition candidates. In this description, adoption of "channeru ichi" is confirmed (S92).

Then, the speech recognition system 1 outputs a number corresponding to the utterance "channeru ichi" to the main unit 50a (S93). In this description, the number corresponding to the utterance "channeru ichi" is 10, and therefore, the speech recognition system 1 outputs number 10 to the main unit 50a.

Subsequently, the control section 51 of the remote controller 50 performs a predetermined operation corresponding to number 10 (S94). Since the operation corresponding to number 10 is to change the channel of the television 60 in this description, the control section 51 performs infrared communication through the communication section 53 to change the channel of the television 60 to channel 1.

The television 60 that received communication from the remote controller 50 changes its channel to 1 (S95).

The electronic apparatus 10 can be not only those in the above-described embodiment, but also be, for example, a camera. In this case, depression of a shutter, alteration of shooting mode and other operations can be controlled by using the speech recognition system 1. The electronic apparatus 10 can be a telephone. In this case, making calls by inputting telephone numbers, registration to address books and other operations can be done by using the speech recognition system 1. The electronic apparatus 10 can be a clock. In this case, alarm setting, time adjustment and other operations can be done by using the speech recognition system 1. Furthermore, the electronic apparatus 10 can be a toy controller, refrigerator, washing machine, air conditioner, electric fan, computer, digital complex machine, radio, audio system, cooking appliance, and any other electronic apparatuses.

Although the speech recognition system 1 in the above-describe embodiments is externally attached to the main unit 10a, which is the principal unit of the electronic apparatus 10, the present invention is not limited thereto and the speech recognition system 1 can be built in the main unit 10a.

Although the speech recognition system 1 in the above-describe embodiment recognizes the Japanese language, the present invention is not limited thereto and any languages including English, Chinese and Korean can be recognized.

The foregoing has described the embodiment of the present invention by referring to the drawings. However, the invention should not be limited to the illustrated embodiment. It should be appreciated that various modifications and changes can be made to the illustrated embodiment within the scope of the appended claims and their equivalents.

Industrial Applicability

The present invention is effectively used in a speech recognition system, which recognizes input speech on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis and rejects recognition candidates having low likelihood values, the method for recognizing speech, and the electronic apparatus including the speech recognition system.

Reference Signs List

1 speech recognition system, 2 noise segment detection device, 3 robust speech recognition device, 4 recognition filtering device, 9 microphone, 10 electronic apparatus, 21 speech power calculation circuit, 22 speech segment detection circuit, 31 speech characteristic-amount calculation circuit, 32 noise robust processing circuit, 33 estimation process likelihood calculation circuit, 34 storage unit, 35 data, 36 men’s registered phrase data group, 37 women’s registered phrase data group, 38 children’s registered phrase data group, 39 lighting apparatus, 10a, 40a, 50a main unit, 41, 51 control section, 42, 52 reception section, 43 lighting section, 50 remote controller, 53 communication section, 60 television.

Claims

1. A speech recognition system recognizing speech uttered in a noise environment on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis comprising:

   a speech characteristic-amount calculation unit that calculates an amount of speech characteristics of each phrase in the uttered speech;
   a phrase storage unit that stores speech pattern sequence information of phrases;
a likelihood value calculation unit that calculates likelihood values by comparing the amount of speech characteristics of a phrase calculated by the speech characteristic-amount calculation unit with the speech pattern sequence information of a plurality of the phrases stored in the phrase storage unit;

a candidate extraction unit that, based on the likelihood values calculated by the likelihood value calculation unit, selects a plurality of speech recognition candidates in decreasing order of the likelihood values; and

a recognition filtering unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the speech recognition candidates selected by the candidate extraction unit based on distributions of the likelihood values of the selected speech recognition candidates.

2. A speech recognition system recognizing speech uttered in a noise environment on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis, comprising:

a speech characteristic-amount calculation unit that calculates an amount of speech characteristics of each phrase in the uttered speech;

a phrase storage unit that stores speech pattern sequence information of phrases;

a likelihood value calculation unit that calculates likelihood values of a plurality of speech recognition candidates by comparing the amount of speech characteristics of a phrase calculated by the speech characteristic-amount calculation unit with the speech pattern sequence information of a plurality of the phrases stored in the phrase storage unit;

a candidate extraction unit that, based on the likelihood values calculated by the likelihood value calculation unit, selects, in decreasing order of the likelihood values, a first speech recognition candidate, a second speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the first speech recognition candidate, and a third speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the second speech recognition candidate; and

a recognition filtering unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the speech recognition candidates extracted by the candidate extraction unit based on the likelihood difference ratio between the difference in likelihood values between the first speech recognition candidate and the second speech recognition candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the second speech recognition candidate and the third speech recognition candidate.

3. The speech recognition system according to claim 2, wherein

the recognition filtering unit rejects the first speech recognition candidate when the likelihood difference ratio is lower than a predetermined value, while regarding the first speech recognition candidate as a target to be subjected to speech recognition when the likelihood difference ratio is higher than the predetermined value.

4. The speech recognition system according to claim 2, wherein

the phrase storage unit stores the speech pattern sequence information categorized into groups according to speech characteristics, and

the recognition filtering unit includes a first determination unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the extracted first speech recognition candidate based on the likelihood difference ratios of the groups categorized according to the speech characteristics.

5. The speech recognition system according to claim 2, wherein

the recognition filtering unit includes a second determination unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the extracted first speech recognition candidate based on the likelihood value of the first speech recognition candidate and the likelihood value of the second speech recognition candidate.

6. The speech recognition system according to claim 2, wherein

the likelihood value calculation unit extracts a fourth speech recognition candidate that is ranked lower than the third speech recognition candidate, and

the recognition filtering unit includes a third determination unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the extracted first speech recognition candidate based on the difference between the likelihood value of the first speech recognition candidate and the likelihood value of the fourth speech recognition candidate.

7. The speech recognition system according to claim 2, wherein

the recognition filtering unit includes a fourth determination unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the extracted first speech recognition candidate based on the likelihood value of the first speech recognition candidate.

8. The speech recognition system according to claim 2, wherein
when a speech recognition candidate that has speech pattern sequence information approximate to that of the first speech recognition candidate exists in the speech recognition candidates ranked lower than the first speech recognition candidate, the candidate extraction unit removes the speech recognition candidate and extracts a speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the speech recognition candidate.

9. A method for recognizing speech uttered in a noise environment on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis, comprising the steps of:

- calculating an amount of speech characteristics of each phrase in the uttered speech;
- calculating likelihood values of a plurality of speech recognition candidates treated as targets to be subject to speech recognition by comparing the amount of speech characteristics calculated for a phrase with speech pattern sequence information of a plurality of phrases stored in advance;
- selecting a first speech recognition candidate, a second speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the first speech recognition candidate, and a third speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the second speech recognition candidate in decreasing order of the likelihood values based on the likelihood values calculated for each phrase;
- comparing a likelihood difference ratio between the difference in likelihood values between the selected first speech recognition candidate and the selected second speech recognition candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the selected second speech recognition candidate and the selected third speech recognition candidate; and
- determining, when the likelihood difference ratio is lower than a predetermined value, to reject the first speech recognition candidate, and when the likelihood difference ratio is higher than the predetermined value, to regard the first speech recognition candidate as a target to be subjected to speech recognition.

10. An electronic apparatus comprising a speech recognition system that recognizes speech uttered in a noise environment on a registered phrase-by-phrase basis, wherein the speech recognition system comprises:

- a speech characteristic-amount calculation unit that calculates an amount of speech characteristics of each phrase in the uttered speech;
- a phrase storage unit that stores speech pattern sequence information of phrases;
- a likelihood value calculation unit that calculates likelihood values by comparing the amount of speech characteristics of a phrase calculated by the speech characteristic-amount calculation unit with the speech pattern sequence information of a plurality of the phrases stored in the phrase storage unit;
- a candidate extraction unit that, based on the likelihood values calculated by the likelihood value calculation unit, selects a plurality of speech recognition candidates in decreasing order of the likelihood values; and
- a recognition filtering unit that determines whether to reject or not reject the speech recognition candidates selected by the candidate extraction unit based on distributions of the likelihood values of the selected speech recognition candidates, and
- the electronic apparatus comprises a control unit that controls the electronic apparatus to perform a predetermined operation based on the speech recognized by the speech recognition system.

11. The electronic apparatus according to claim 10, wherein

- the likelihood value calculation unit calculates likelihood values of a plurality of speech recognition candidates, the candidate extraction unit selects a first speech recognition candidate, a second speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the first speech recognition candidate, and a third speech recognition candidate ranked lower than the second speech recognition candidate in decreasing order of the likelihood values based on the likelihood values calculated by the likelihood value calculation unit, and
- the recognition filtering unit determines whether to reject or not reject the speech recognition candidates extracted by the candidate extraction unit based on the likelihood difference ratio between the difference in likelihood values between the first speech recognition candidate and the second speech recognition candidate and the difference in likelihood values between the second speech recognition candidate and the third speech recognition candidate.

12. The electronic apparatus according to claim 10, wherein

- the speech recognized by the speech recognition system is associated with a predetermined number, and the predetermined number corresponds to an operation performed by the electronic apparatus.

13. The electronic apparatus according to claim 12, wherein
the operation is set in binary.

14. The electronic apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the operation is set by multiple values.
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